
Oil

Oil prices slipped on Monday, with concerns of a sharp economic slowdown, but the Brent front month closed up 0,18 USD/bbl, at 
67,21 USD/bbl. Adding to concerns of a widespread global downturn, manufacturing output data from Germany, Europe’s biggest 
economy, shrank for the third straight month. OPEC and Russia, have pledged to withhold around 1,2 million bpd of oil supply this year 
to prop up markets, with OPEC’s leader, Saudi Arabia, seen to be pushing for a crude price of over 70 $/bbl. Oil prices edged up this 
morning, but we expect neutral oil prices today.

Gas

European gas markets keep being dominated by the same factors, that pressured prices for quie a while now. Prompt prices are 
wieghed upon by relatively low demand due to mild conditions which is met by a pretty solid supply situation. Asian LNG prices are also 
seen traded at a discount to UK prices recently, adding further pressure. We expect prompt prices to remain at recent low levels today, 
while longer out on the forward curve prices seem to rebound a bit this morning led by emissions.

Coal
The price of coal has been trading lower during the last month. Part of the reason for this direction is a lack of physical coal demand and 
also downward trend according to technical analysis from the coal’s “paper market”. The price levels are quite “low” currently and there 
might be a time for correction upwards again. However, no big changes are expected because physical market should support first.

Carbon

The price of the Dec ‘19-contract has been trading sideways during the last week. The weekly change is -0,9 EUR/t and monthly change 
is +1,7 EUR/t. The fundamental price driver of EUA – the substitution price between coal and gas – has lowered modelled price targets 
because gas price has decreased. On the Brexit side, it seems that the parliament is working on against “hard Brexit” so we guess that 
EUA prices are about to increase a little today.

Hydro
This morning a bit more uncertianty seems to come into updated forecasts compared to yesterday’s model runs. The main outlook though 
stays intact, seeing 2 very dry days in the near-term, followed by quite wet results for the rest of this week. Subsequently precipitation is 
turning rather dry agian next week. Hydro balance forecasts are ranging around yesterday’s figures with some deviations both ways.

Germany

During the day the German power market saw some softer trading following intraday-weakness in the emissions market. On the EEX 
the Cal 20 benchmark contract slipped to as low as 44,65 EUR/MWh, its lowest traded price since around a month. With EUA prices 
rebounding a bit in the very late trading session, the contract managed to recover a level of 45,00 EUR/MWh on its last trade. We expect 
prices to book some gains today as EUAs might add some profits today.

Equities
The Asian equities are trading a little higher this morning and European/US equity markets are expected to follow. However, there is 
recession fears in US and it is expected that no clear direction on equity valuation can be found. We expect sideways movements in 
equity indices today.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market managed to book a slight shift upwards along the forward curve yesterday. While the Q2-19 added 0,15 EUR/
MWh to close the day at 35,40 EUR/MWh, the YR-20 contract with its closing at 33,75 EUR/MWh meant minor gains of 0,05 EUR/MWh 
on the day. It seems like Nordic power prices showed some resilience as bigger losses in neighbouring markets like emissions, coal and 
German power were averted. Today some more gains are possible as gains in mentioned neighbouring markets support to the upside.
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SECURITIES

Denmark NorwayFinlandSweden Germany

Expectation

Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

24-mar 33,37 34,08 33,44 33,44 33,44 38,35 36,35 April 35,35 37,53 37,60 37,60 38,15 37,30 37,35 April 42,95 36,33 86,21

25-mar 32,43 36,49 37,96 38,06 38,06 40,12 39,35 Q2-19 37,78 39,38 35,90 36,90 38,88 35,35 35,40 Q2-19 43,35 35,81 0,00

26-mar 37,81 38,70 39,47 39,49 39,56 40,42 40,24 2019 39,03 40,90 35,55 36,83 38,00 33,85 33,75 2020 45,17 44,24 0,00


